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Abstract 

Silicon rich nanoparticles, i.e. silicides, are known to be responsible for a significant improvement on 

creep deformation in titanium alloy Ti-6242. To explain this phenomenon, an investigation of cast Ti-

6242 with different silicon additions is done, involving comparing the resistance to creep deformation 

for the different alloys, detecting the silicon rich nanoparticles and characterising them. The silicides 

have been detected using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to provide an appropriate overview on 

their location throughout the material. The use of extreme high resolution SEM has also provided a 

proper characterization of these particles. Precipitates larger than 150 nm were found to be situated 

heterogeneously in some regions. These were oval and squared. Smaller precipitates were 

homogeneously found around the material, varying in size from 20 to 100nm and being rod-like shaped. 

All silicides were commonly found next to the β-phase in the alloy, either next to prior-β grain 

boundaries or next to the interfaces between α-colonies. The use of scanning transmission electron 

microscopy (STEM) provided images on dislocations being hindered by these precipitates. A hypothesis 

has been made as to how silicides prevent creep deformation in Ti-6242. The small silicides that are 

evenly spread across the material generate a high density of dislocations that provoke a strong work 

hardening. This work hardening is balanced for a long period with the restoration processes, and 

consequently a significant amount of energy can be absorbed during this period instead of plastically 

deforming the specimen. A fractography study increased the understanding of mechanisms involved in 

the final stage of creep deformation. 
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1 Introduction 

Titanium is an appealing material due to its excellent corrosion resistance, biological compatibility and 

strength-to-weight ratio. These are attractive properties to the petrochemical and chemical industry, to 

the medical industry and to the aerospace industry amongst many others. Titanium alloys can therefore 

be used for a wide range of applications, depending on their composition and processing route.  The 

remarkable strength-to-weight ratio of titanium alloys in comparison to other materials and especially 

to other metals can be observed in Figure 1.1. 

 

Figure 1.1. Comparison of strength vs. density for various materials.  This chart serves for designing light, strong structures. Note how Ti 
alloys have similar strength to steels and nickel alloys but possess a lower density [1]. 

Titanium alloys have a higher specific strength than most other metallic materials up to a temperature 

range of 400-500°C. Despite polymer matrix composites owning a greater specific strength than all 

other metallic materials, their applicability in aeroengines is not convenient due to their poor toughness 

and ductility and limited temperature capability [2]. 

Of all the titanium produced in the late 1980s, 70-80% was used in the aerospace industry. In 2009 its 

use in aerospace fell to around 50% according MetalMiner™ due to an increasing demand from other 

industries. Yet, titanium alloys are often used as substitutes for steels and Ni-based super-alloys due to 

their lower density and for aluminium due to their higher strength. Consequently, the use of titanium 

alloys in Boeing’s aircraft has increased by 15% over the past 50 years [3].  

Titanium alloys are divided into three structural types: α alloys, β alloys and α+β alloys. There is a 

particular category inside the latter designed as near-α titanium alloys, especially convenient for high-

temperature components such as airframe structures in aircrafts, space rockets and satellites and 
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compressor discs and blades in jet-engines. Figure 1.2. indicates which materials are commonly used in 

the different parts of a jet-engine.  

 

Figure 1.2. Materials commonly used in a jet-engine. Note the use of titanium alloys in compressor blades and disks [4]. 

However, the main drawback of using these alloys is that they suffer from of a severe creep 

deformation when overcoming a certain temperature. Fortunately, silicon is present in near-α alloys in 

small residual amounts  0.03 wt.%, coming from sponge Ti but mainly from the master alloy used to 

introduce the beta stabilizing elements like molybdenum [5]. It was hence observed that the addition of 

a small extra amount of silicon lead to significant improvement in their creep resistance 

[6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13]. 

Initial attempts to deliberately inoculate silicon in titanium alloys were carried out in 1956 to the alloy 

Ti-4Al-4Mo-2Sn (IMI 550) in amounts of 0.5 wt.%. Since then, silicon has been added to near-  alloys 

such as Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-0.1Si (Ti-6242S), Ti-6Al-5Zr-0.5Mo-0.25Si (IMI-685), Ti–5.8Al–4.0Sn–3.5Zr–

0.7Nb–0.5Mo–0.35Si (IMI-834), Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-1Nb-1Mo-0.25Si (IMI 829), Ti-6Al-2.7Sn-4Zr-0.4Mo-

0.45Si (Ti-1100) [14]. Among these, addition of 0.04 - 0.13 wt.% silicon to Ti-6242 has drastically 

increased creep resistance up to 538C [5]. 

In any case, the mechanism responsible for the improvement of creep resistance is not completely 

understood. The improved creep strength of high temperature titanium alloys is a combination of 

silicon addition, lamellae structure, and the low fraction of β-phase. The mechanism of creep 

strengthening from silicon is believed to be based on solid solution strengthening and pinning of 

dislocations by silicide precipitates [15].  

The current maximum service temperature for Ti-6242 is limited to 450°C [16], but it is believed that 

with an increase in silicon content this alloy could perform at temperatures up to 500°C. This way, Ni-

based super alloys components could be substituted by Ti-6242 reducing weight and costs for the 

aerospace industry. 
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1.1 Background 

A crucial challenge in the aerospace industry is reducing the environmental impact of burning fossil 

fuels in aeroengines. This can be achieved in two ways. Firstly, by decreasing the engine weight and 

therefore lowering the fuel consumption, possibly by selecting lighter materials for certain engine parts. 

Secondly, by increasing the engine maximum working temperature, thereby improving the efficiency of 

the engine. This can be achieved by using new or optimised materials that are capable of sustaining 

higher temperatures. 

The current work is done in collaboration with GKN Aerospace Engine Systems Sweden, a 

manufacturing company within the aerospace industry focuses on the manufacture of components for 

aeroengines. Because titanium alloys are one of the most important material groups in aerospace 

because of their broad applicability in aeroengines and space rocket applications, it is crucial to 

understand how alloying elements affect their properties. In this work, the effect of silicon on Ti-6242 is 

explored. 

1.2 Aim and scope of this work 

The aim of this work is to ascertain that a higher amount of silicon than the one currently used in 

aerospace titanium alloy Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo increases the service temperature for this alloy and to 

provide a suitable explanation for the corresponding improvement in creep deformation resistance. The 

main research question is: 

What is the effect of silicon on the creep deformation of cast Ti-6242? 

The scope of the present work is to investigate the cast titanium alloy Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo with different 

silicon amount additions. This investigation involves comparing the resistance to creep deformation for 

the different alloys, detecting the silicon rich nanoparticles believed to hinder the creep deformation 

process and characterise them to know how these particles work in the alloy to improve the creep 

deformation at high temperatures. 

Furthermore, post-mechanical test evaluation such as fractography characterisation aims at increasing 

the understanding of mechanisms involved in the final stage of creep deformation. 

1.3 Organization of the Master Thesis 

After a brief introduction, a basic theory description and literature survey on creep and Ti-6242 is given 

to be able to understand the concepts discussed along the Master thesis. Then, the experimental 

procedures carried out for this work and their purpose are described, followed by the obtained results 

and corresponding discussion. From the information gathered, conclusions are made and answers to 

the initial questions in the aim and scope of this work are provided. Finally, the recommended future 

work for the continuation of this work is listed. 
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2 Creep 

Creep occurs in materials that are exposed for static mechanical stress and elevated temperature over 

time. The result of creep is a permanent plastic deformation of the material. Table 1 is listing the 

melting temperature and the β-transus temperature, from which the β-phase starts transforming into 

α-phase. A general rule for metals is that the temperature must be at least 0,4TM for creep to occur, 

where TM is the melting temperature of the metal. In Ti-6246, 0,4TM is approximately 680°C, as the 

melting temperature is ~1700°C. It can be concluded that titanium is prone to deforming as creep 

happens at lower temperatures closer to 0,27TM. In this Chapter the principles of creep, the different 

types of creep deformation and the deformation mechanisms that can take place are described.  

Table 1. Some thermal properties of Ti-6242 [17]. 

Ti-6242 

TM 1700°C 
0.27TM 450°C 
Tβ 990°C 

 

2.1 Fundamentals  

When plotting the strain vs. time at a high temperature and under constant load for a certain material, 

we obtain the creep curve. The slope is the creep strain rate (ε˙), which varies over time. The curve can 

be divided into three regions; primary, secondary and tertiary creep. Most materials at elevated 

temperature, when applied with a constant stress, undergo a transient response with a reducing strain 

rate towards a constant value which lasts for a long time. Later the ε˙ increases rapidly leading to 

rupture. These three regions, shown in Figure 2.1, can be attributed to different deformation 

mechanisms.  
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Figure 2.1. Stages of creep deformation. (a) Strain curve for the three stages of creep under constant-load testing (curve A) and 
constant-stress testing (curve B). (b) Relationship of strain rate, or creep rate, and time during a constant-load creep test. The minimum 

creep rate is reached in the second-stage creep [18]. 

Primary creep is due to substructure changes and leads to work hardening. The stable secondary creep 

is due to the dynamic balance between hardening and restoration. The dislocation density is now 

sufficient and annihilation of dislocations takes place. The annihilation effect can be described as a 

softening of the material, which lowers the dislocation density and thereby also the internal energy of 

the material. The on-going formation of new dislocations and annihilations of old dislocations keeps the 

dislocation density at a constant level and, therefore, also the creep rate. The difference between creep 

deformation and other deformation mechanisms which take place at lower temperatures is the effect 

of the increased temperature which creates thermal fluctuation in the material and allows creep 

deformation to take place [19].  

The final unstable tertiary creep is a result of the accumulated damage, and can be due to metallurgical 

instabilities like corrosion, granular shear, granular fracture, cavitation, decreased cross-section area 

due to necking and dissolution of precipitates amongst others. A brief description of these deformation 

mechanisms is made in Section 2.2 of this Chapter. 

It is also worth noting that the creep rate increases with increasing temperature and increasing stress 

on the material. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.2.: 
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Figure 2.2. The effect of stress and temperature on the creep strain rate [18] . 

Depending on the stress and temperature, the possible creep mechanisms can be dislocation creep, 

dislocation glide, bulk diffusion, grain boundary diffusion, granular shear, granular fracture, etc. 

2.1.1 Dislocation Creep 

Dislocation creep is the dominant creep mechanism in metals. Vacancies assist the motion of 

dislocations to overcome obstacles on their slip planes. It requires the combined effect of a group of 

vacancies for a dislocation line to climb. The probability of climb at elevated temperature is increased 

largely because of the high equilibrium vacancy concentration. 

The core of a dislocation is a narrow, cylindrical core of radius r0 that includes the severely distorted 

material immediately around the dislocation line.  When the vacancies get closer to the dislocation 

core, they replace atoms in the core and dislocations move perpendicular to the glide plane on to the 

nearest neighbouring plane [20]. In many materials, climb of dislocations is controlled by core or pipe 

diffusion rather than by lattice diffusion [21]. 

2.1.2 Nabarro-Herring Creep 

At low stress creep occurs by the mechanism of diffusion instead of by motion of dislocations, this being 

more common in ceramics than in metals. At high temperature it is by the transport of matter through 

volume diffusion as shown in Figure 2.3. a). The driving force is the chemical potential of atoms leading 

to the motion of atoms from a compressed area to a dilated area. The strain rate is equivalent to the 

diffusive motion of the atoms which is proportional to the applied stress. 
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Figure 2.3. a) Nabarro-Herring creep and b) Coble creep [22]. 

2.1.3 Coble Creep 

Still at low stress but now at lower temperature, fine grained materials allow transport of material along 

its grain boundaries as shown in Figure 2.3. b). This flow, which is limited to grain boundary, can be 

much higher than the volume diffusion.  

2.1.4 Granular Shear 

The motion of grain boundaries relative to each other is known as grain boundary shear or grain 

boundary sliding. The direction of shear is the boundary lying along the direction of critical resolved 

shear stress. Grain boundary sliding takes place at high temperatures. With increased temperature 

follows softening of the grain boundaries, causing the grains to slide which eventually leads to 

intergranular cracking. Grain boundary sliding decreases with decreasing grain boundary area. Large 

grains are therefore desired in a creep resistant material.  

2.1.5 Granular Fracture 

At temperatures below 0.5TM, metals may fail by transcrystalline fracture that occurs as a secondary 

stage of grain boundary shear. This often results in formation of cavities in the corners of grains at high 

creep rate and stress or pores along the grain boundaries at lower strain rate and stress. Fracture occurs 

when the stress concentration exceeds the cohesive strength of the grain boundaries. 

2.1.6 Deformation-mechanism Map 

The underlying mechanism responsible for creep deformation of a material varies with temperature and 

level of stress. The variation of deformation mechanisms according to stress and temperature can be 

seen in a deformation mechanism map [23]. The axes are: normalised stress (σ/G), normalised 

temperature (T/TMelt) and strain rate. Figure 2.4. shows the deformation mechanism map of Ti-6Al with 

a grain size of 100μm, computed by Janghorban and Esmaeili [24]. The dotted lines show the variation 

of dominant deformation mechanisms as the temperature and stress changes for a determined strain 

rate.  
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Figure 2.4. Deformation mechanism map for Ti-6Al with a grain size of 100μm. Diffusional flow based creep is dominant at lower stress 
levels. Power-law creep is dominant at higher stress levels, up to when dislocation glide is initiated. Adaptation of Janghorban and 

Esmaeili [24]. 

Creep deformation mainly takes place at stresses lower than the yield stress. If the yield stress is 

exceeded, dislocation glide will be the dominant plastic deformation mechanism instead of creep.  

2.2 Deformation mechanisms 

Deformation is the change in shape that a material undergoes because of an applied force. The 

deformation is elastic or reversible if the applied force produces a small deformation, i.e. ε < 10−4. 

During elastic deformation, the atoms will be displaced from their average positions, but will not change 

their relative positions.  

In plastic deformation, atoms change their relative positions. The resistance to move a plane of atoms 

of a single crystal past another, called theoretical shear strength, is dramatically higher than the 

measured resolved shear strength. The theoretical shear stress is approximately 10−2G whereas the 

measured resolved shear strength is (10−4-10−8)G , where G is the shear modulus [25]. This happens 

because deformation is highly facilitated by the introduction of dislocations and imperfections in the 

crystal lattice. 

Propagation of dislocations consumes lower energy than breaking of atomic bonds along a plane of 
atoms. Dislocations travel in a preferred direction depending on the crystal orientation and applied 
force. It is the formation, evolution and interaction of the lattice imperfections that constitute the 
various deformation mechanisms. 
In Section 2.2.1 a description of the possible lattice imperfections, or so-called defects, is given. 

Coble Creep 
Nabarro-Herring 

Creep 

Dislocation glide 

Yield stress 

Dislocation Creep 

T/TMelt 

σ
/G
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2.2.1 Defects 

Point defects 

Vacancies and interstitial atoms are common defects that introduce strains in crystal lattices. A vacant 

lattice site or vacancy occurs when an atom is missing from its regular atomic site. Vacancies are formed 

during solidification due to vibration of atoms, local rearrangement of atoms, plastic deformation and 

ionic bombardments [26]. A substitution impurity is produced when an external atom occupies the 

lattice position of the material. Its strain energy is the lowest if the atoms are approximately of the 

same size. An atom of an external material residing in the interstitial location of a crystal produces an 

interstitial impurity. They are usually smaller in size as compared to the lattice atoms and therefore 

possess the lowest strain energy. 

 

Figure 2.5. a) Self interstitial, b) Interstitial impurity, c) Substitutional, and d) Vacancy [22]. 

Dislocations-Linear defects 

A dislocation is a linear defect around which some of the atoms are misaligned. Edge dislocations are 

constituted by an extra half plane of atoms. The terminating line of the extra plane locates the region of 

severe lattice strain. On application of an external shear force, this plane progressively makes and 

breaks bonds with the atoms in the lattice. A screw dislocation is an imperfection where one part of the 

plane moves toward the right and other part moves to the left thereby moving the dislocation normal 

to the direction of application of force.  

However, most dislocations found in crystalline materials exhibit both edge and screw components 

called mixed dislocations. All three dislocation types are represented schematically in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6. Schematic representation of a dislocation that has edge, screw, and mixed character. Modified from Callister et al. [27]. 

The magnitude and direction of the lattice distortion associated with a dislocation is expressed in terms 

of the Burgers vector b. For an edge dislocation, the Burgers vector is perpendicular to the dislocation 

line, whereas for a screw, they are parallel. The Burgers vector will be the same at all points along the 

dislocation line, as can be observed in Figure 2.6. For metallic materials, the Burgers vector for a 

dislocation will point in a close-packed crystallographic direction and will be of magnitude equal to the 

interatomic spacing [27]. 

Jogs and kinks 

Jogs and kinks are defects in a dislocation which occur frequently in the lattice and strongly affect its 

mobility. Figure 2.7 shows the jogs and kinks in the lattice. They are defined as steps in a dislocation line 

of atomic dimensions present in all kinds of dislocations which are formed by a thermally activated 

mechanism. Kinks fall in the glide plane whereas jogs do not. Both of them can be formed by 

intersection of dislocations [22].  

 

Figure 2.7 a) Jog and b) kink in edge dislocation [22]. 

Planar defects 

Planar defects are formed in a lattice due to changes in orientation. They are classified as Low Angle 

Grain Boundary (LAGB) with angle of mis-orientation lower than 11◦ and High Angle Grain Boundary 

(HAGB) with a mis-orientation greater than 15° [21]. These can be observed in Figure 2.8.  

Edge 

dislocation line Screw dislocation 

line 

Extra row 

of atoms 

Mixed dislocation line 

b 
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Figure 2.8 Small and high-angle grain boundaries and the adjacent atom positions [28]. 

Tilt and Twist boundaries belong to the LAGB group whereas grain and phase boundaries belong to 

HAGB. Two different phases or lattice with different orientations that share an interface plane and are 

oriented with a high angle between them produce a phase or grain boundary. 

2.2.2 Plasticity 

Plastic flow of a material is governed by the motion of dislocations. This can involve gliding of atomic 

planes, diffusive flow of atoms, vacancies and interstitials, climb of dislocations normal to glide plane, 

grain boundary sliding, twinning, etc. These mechanisms vary and overlap with magnitude of stress, 

strain rate, temperature and microstructure of the material. Regardless, dislocation glide is the 

dominating process for plasticity at lower temperatures than 0.4TMelt. 

Hardening Process 

When a shear stress is applied, dislocations start to move. When confronting obstacles, pile-ups of 

dislocations are produced, resulting in a reversed stress opposing the applied one. The yield strength 

increases with the strain. This is manifested in the stress-strain curve as hardening behaviour. All 

crystalline defects act as obstacles to dislocation motion and also intensify the defect formation.  

As strain builds up inside the material, dislocations slip, intersect and interact with one another, as 

illustrated schematically in Figure 2.9. These interactions cause an increase in the dislocation density 

(total dislocation length per unit volume). In a polygranular material the dislocation density builds for 

two reasons: the multiplication of dislocations within grains, classified as statistically stored 

dislocations, and necessary development of a dislocation density along the grain boundaries to match 

plastic strain across the boundary and keep adjacent grains together, geometrically necessary 

dislocations [29].  

Angle of misalignement 

High angle grain 

boundary 

Low angle grain 

boundary 

Angle of misalignement 
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Figure 2.9. Dense dislocation network in a severely strained material [22]. 

The work hardening rate depends on the rate at which dislocations multiply with the strain. 

Dislocation multiplication 

The density of dislocations (ρ) increases rapidly during plastic deformation. This happens for two 

principal reasons. First, dislocations naturally become longer as loops expand and segments extend to 

avoid microstructural barriers. Since the dislocation density is the line length per unit volume, these 

natural processes increase ρ. Second, new dislocations are continually created by a variety of 

mechanisms. A common mechanism that serves as the prototype case is the Frank-Read source that is 

illustrated in Figure 2.10. Let a dislocation be firmly pinned at two points. These may, for example, be 

precipitate particles, or the bridging segments in a cross-slipped configuration like that illustrated in 

Figure 2.9. If the shear stress on the dislocation is τ and the line tension is constant, the dislocation 

bows out between the pinning points in a circular arc of radius:  

  
 

  
 
  

  
 (1) 

 

If the stress, τ, is greater than a critical stress τc = Gb/L, where L is the spacing between pinning points, 

then r < L/2. In this case the dislocation penetrates between the pinning points and spirals around them 

as shown in the Figure. When the two arms of the dislocation meet, they annihilate, creating a 

dislocation loop that expands out into the crystal and a pinched-off segment between the two pinning 

points that will spiral out to repeat the process. The source continues to operate, generating new 

dislocation loops, as long as the local stress remains above τc [30]. 
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Figure 2.10. Diagram of the dislocations generation mechanism of a Frank-Read source. The original dislocation line is pinned between 
two precipitates (black dots).The straight segment bows into to a kidney-shape curve whose two parts meet and recombine. A dislocation 

loop will be released immediately after the recombination, and a new dislocation line is formed. 

Dislocation multiplication is relatively simple in metals and alloys, and is only difficult in materials in 

which the line tension is high or the mobility is restricted. Higher dislocation density increases yield 

strength and causes work hardening of metals. 

Silicides are tough and hard precipitates which are difficult to cut even when their size is very small, in 

this case dislocations can form loops around the obstacles by means of the Orowan looping mechanism, 

as shown in Figure 2.11. 

 

Figure 2.11 The interaction of a dislocation with impenetrable obstacles. (a) The arms of the dislocation wrap around the obstacle and 
attract one another. (b) The arms intersect and annihilate, producing a propagating dislocation, and leaving dislocation loops around the 

obstacles. This is called the Orowan looping mechanism. 

Restoration Processes 

Plastic deformation changes the microstructure of the material by introducing defects in the lattice. A 

limited amount of lattice strain energy can be stored, which is reduced with increasing temperature. 

When in excess, this energy is released, and produces a lattice with fewer defects. This phenomenon is 

called restoration. During this process, the dislocations which are pinned by obstacles are assisted 

thermally or by the stored energy to remobilise themselves reducing the flow strength of the material. 

Recovery and recrystallization are competing restoration mechanisms driven by the stored energy of 

the crystal.  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_hardening
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Recovery 

When dislocation density becomes high enough, association and annihilation reactions between 

dislocations produce a significant rate of recovery. The recovery process is shown schematically in 

Figure 2.12. It involves the formation of cells, annihilation of dislocations, formation of subgrains and 

grain growth [21]. Cells are regions of low dislocation density (channels) surrounded by regions with 

high density of dislocations with alternating polarity (walls). Subgrains are similar to cells except that 

the walls contain dislocations with same polarity and are neatly arranged.  

 

Figure 2.12 a) Dislocation pileups, b) Cell formation, c) Annihilation, d) Subgrain formation and e) Grain growth [22]. 

Recovery during deformation is known as Dynamic Recovery (DRy) and after deformation is Static 

Recovery (SRy). Recovery produces subtle changes in the microstructure that cannot be observed by an 

optical microscope, but brings in large changes in mechanical properties like yield strength and 

hardness. Based on the Read-Schockley equation [31], the energy of a tilt boundary increases with 

increasing mis-orientation and energy per dislocation decreases with increasing mis-orientation. This 

indicates that a fewer highly misoriented boundaries are favoured after recovery.  

Moving and rearranging dislocations takes place by glide and climb. This can also result in the 

annihilation of dislocations with opposite polarity. 

Recrystallization 

The second mechanism to decrease dislocation density is recrystallization. If the dislocation density is 

high enough, and the material is heated to a temperature above its recrystallization temperature, then 

new, defect-free grains nucleate and grow at the expense of the old, producing a microstructure that is 

relatively free of dislocations. In Ti-6242 the recrystallization temperature is approximately 800°C, so 

this restoration mechanism does not take place during the creep tests. 

Glide 

Thermally activated glide or cross-slip has been accounted for as a recovery mechanism by which a 

dislocation can change its glide plane [32]. During glide, dislocations move along the plane driven by 

applied stress or stored energy. Dislocations try to rearrange themselves and possibly annihilate or exit 

through the free surface in order to produce a low energy state by distorting the lattice. The segments 

of the dislocation loop that are in screw orientation can glide in any plane that contains the Burgers' 

vector, b. It is, therefore, possible for a segment of the loop to slip onto a plane that is angled to the 

primary glide plane, as illustrated in Figure 2.13. It may then slip back onto a plane that is parallel to, 

but displaced from the original glide plane. Cross-slip is a common mechanism for multiplying the 

number of active slip planes, and for by-passing microstructural barriers during plastic deformation. 

(a)                     (b)                     (c)                     (d)                     (e) 
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Various obstacles like precipitates, solutes or immobile dislocations are responsible for inducing a glide 

resistance which may vanish or rearrange during restoration processes [33]. 

 

Figure 2.13. Double cross-slip of a dislocation allows it to move onto a parallel glide plane [30]. 

The common slip systems in fcc and hcp crystals combine close-packed directions with close-packed 

planes:      *   + in fcc (and diamond cubic),    ̅  *    + in hcp. The most common 

prismatic slip system in hcp is     ̅  *  ̅  +. The slip direction in bcc crystals is almost always 

along     , but several slip planes compete, including*   +, *   + and, less commonly, *   + [30]. 

Climb 

Climb is a thermally activated mechanism driven by vacancy motion due to lattice diffusion and jogs 

which enable dislocations to circumvent obstacles. At elevated temperatures, activation energy for 

formation and motion of vacancy otherwise known as activation energy for self-diffusion is the 

controlling factor. At low temperatures, the activation energy for formation of jog contributes to the 

activation energy for self-diffusion. In some cases, the diffusion along dislocations (core diffusion) can 

be the controlling factor for climb as the activation energy for core diffusion is lower than for self-

diffusion [34,21,35]. 
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2.3 Creep testing 

The creep test is conducted using a tensile specimen to which a constant stress is applied at a constant 

temperature and over a period of time.  

The test specimen design is based on a standard tensile specimen. It is set in a thermostatically 

controlled furnace, where the temperature is controlled by a thermocouple attached to the gauge 

length of the specimen (Figure 2.14.). The extension of the specimen is measured by a very sensitive 

extensometer, since the actual amount of deformation before failure may be only 2-3%. 

 

 

Figure 2.14. Schematic of a creep test [36]. 

The results of the test are then plotted on a graph of strain versus time to give a curve similar to that 

illustrated in Figure 2.1 a). The results are presented as the amount of strain (deformation), generally 

expressed as a percentage, produced by applying a specified load for a specified time and temperature.  

The creep test has the objective of precisely measuring the rate at which secondary or steady state 

creep occurs. Increasing the stress or temperature has the effect of increasing the slope of the line. The 

results are presented as the amount of strain (deformation), generally expressed as a percentage, 

produced by applying a specified load for a specified time and temperature e.g. 1% strain in 100,000hrs 

at 35N/mm2 and 475°C. 

There are two additional variations on the creep test that use the same equipment and test specimen as 

the standard creep test. These are the creep rupture test and the stress rupture test. As the names 

suggest both of these tests are continued until the specimen fails. In the creep rupture test the amount 

of creep that has occurred at the point of failure is recorded. The test results would be expressed as 

percentage strain, time and temperature, e.g. rupture occurs at 2% strain at 450°C in 85,000 hours. The 

stress rupture test gives the time to rupture at a given stress and temperature, e.g.  45N/mm2 will cause 

failure at 450°C in 97,000 hrs.  

  

Constant force 

applied 
Extension measured 

over gauge length 

Heating 

element 

Thermocouple 

Constant force 

applied 
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3 Ti-6242 

3.1 Microstructure and properties 

3.1.1 Casting 

Forged titanium alloys are quite prone to chemical and microstructure heterogeneity and powder 

metallurgy processes are limited by the flexibility of size and shape, and soundness, which drastically 

increase the production cost. Traditional wrought super-alloys can rarely be used in the turbine disks in 

aerospace due to their poor temperature tolerance and loading capacity resulted from their severe 

composition segregation in ingots and poor hot processability [37,38]. Especially the weaker cohesive 

force of grain boundaries [39] make them inappropriate for creep resistant applications.  

Contrarily, the casting process provides both structure flexibility and near net shape capability as well as 

offering low cost and high performance titanium alloy parts [40]. Furthermore, the big grains naturally 

formed in casting are notably important for high temperature applications, as they reduce the amount 

of grain boundary sliding characteristic to creep deformation. Therefore, casting of Ti-6242 is the most 

convenient processing method for aerospace applications. 

3.1.2 Composition 

The particular alloy studied in this project is composed of Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo-XSi, where X is the 

addition of silicon tested.  

Aluminium and tin are both α-phase stabilizers, although tin is not as strong as aluminium. Aluminium 

causes solid solution strengthening, but more importantly precipitation strengthening due to 

precipitation of Ti3Al (α2) particles during ageing. The solvus temperature of these particles is around 

550°C. Tin promotes their formation. 

Zirconium can be seen as a neutral addition, as it hardly lowers the temperature of the (α+β)/α transus. 

However, it occupies the same column of the periodic table as titanium and so it makes a substitute for 

it in a multicomponent alloy, adding weight to its α-stabilising components. Consequently, it can be 

noted as α-stabiliser [41]. 

Zirconium and titanium have a large alloying capability. The crystal structure and atomic size of pure Zr 

and pure Ti are quite similar, as both belong to the IVB group in the periodic table. There is a complete 

solubility between these two elements in both the high temperature β (bcc structure) phase region and 

the low temperature α (hcp structure) phase region. The addition of Zr also refines the as-cast 

microstructure. In Ti-6242, zirconium is used to promote uniform silicide formation by reducing the 

solubility for silicon. Because of this, up to 4-5 wt.% zirconium is added in high temperature titanium 

alloys [42]. 

Molybdenum is a β-stabilizer; it lowers the β transition and thus allows retaining more β at room 

temperature.  
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The optimum level of silicon varies from alloy to alloy, but is usually limited to a maximum just slightly in 

excess of the solid solubility limit at the homogenization or hot-working temperature. It ensures that 

few coarse silicides are produced and that the amount of silicon in solution at the service temperature 

is maximized to inhibit creep through dynamic strain ageing and by silicide precipitation on moving 

dislocations.  

The fracture toughness of titanium alloys decreases with the increase of silicon content, which is 

attributed to the aligned silicides present along the  lamellar or / platelets or on the martensite 

when quenched [43]. This observation suggests that additions of wt.%Si > 0.2 could lead to 

embrittlement of titanium alloys i.e. loss of ductility and toughness [44,45]. 

3.1.3 Microstructure 

Cast Ti-6242 has large grains, which as explained before are desired in a creep resistant material.   

The alloy Ti-6242 is classified as a near-α alloy. Even though near-α alloys belong to the α+β alloys, they 

are specifically designed for high temperature applications and thus have some special features that 

distinguish them from the common α+β alloys. Common α+β alloys are led by the alloy Ti-6Al-4V. This 

alloy has an exceptional good balance of strength, ductility, fatigue, and fracture properties but for long 

term applications at high temperatures, it is limited to about 300°C. For higher temperatures, titanium 

alloys belonging to the near-α alloys subcategory, such as Ti-6242 and IMI 834, have been formulated 

according to the following general principles.  

The volume fraction of α-phase is increased because its diffusion rate is about two orders of magnitude 

slower than in the β-phase. For example, at 800°C the Ti-6Al-4V alloy contains about 15 vol% β-phase 

whereas the Ti-6242 alloy contains only about 10 vol% β-phase. This decrease in volume fraction of β-

phase is achieved by reducing the total content of β stabilizing elements and by alloying in addition to 

the 6% Al the elements Sn and Zr which act as α stabilizing elements. Moreover, vanadium is replaced 

by Mo which is a slower diffusing element [9].  

The presence of tin and zirconium in β, which do not partition between the α and β-phases, retards its 

transformation during cooling, thereby contributing to the hardenability [41]. 

Due to the reduction in volume fraction of β-phase, the β lamellae are extremely thin and only low 

angle boundaries are left separating parallel α lamellae. Silicon is added to create new obstacles to 

dislocation motion at the α/α lamellae boundaries (about 0.1-0.5%) by the precipitation of silicides.  

The volume fraction of Ti3Al (α2) particles is increased, to avoid glide and climb dislocations. These 

particles form coherent precipitates which are effective barriers for these dislocations. In contrast to Ti-

6Al-4V, the standard final heat treatment in Ti-6242 and IMI 834 is always an aging treatment in the 

(α+α2) phase region, precisely 8h at 595°C for Ti-6242. 

Casting produces a fully lamellar microstructure with typical basket weave features. Bi-modal 

microstructures, which combine lamellar and equiaxed microstructures, can only be created through 

thermo mechanical processing (like forging or rolling). The lamellar microstructure, containing multiple 

colonies of α lath within a prior β grain, is more creep resistant than the bi-model microstructure [3]. In 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S135964540200280X#BIB3
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Ti-6242, higher cooling rates usually result in finer α-lath spacing, and improved creep properties. A 

comparison of lamellar and equiaxed microstructures is shown in Figure 3.1. 

 

Figure 3.1. a) Fully lamelar structure and b) fully equiaxed microstructure [14]. 

In Figure 3.1. a) a triple point joint between prior-β grain boundaries can be observed. The black lines 

correspond to the remaining β-phase, whereas the white areas are composed of α-phase, both in 

lamellas and in transformed prior-β grain boundaries.  

3.2 Slip systems 

The different slip systems active in α-phase relative to the β-lath morphology are shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2. Schematic showing the distinctly different a〈   ̅ 〉 type slip systems active in α-phase relative to the β lath morphology [46]. 

At high stresses, the a-type dislocations are pinned frequently along their screw direction by tall jogs. 

These jogged screw dislocations may control the creep rate. 

Figure 3.3.  shows a TEM tilting experiment performed on a pinned dislocation in a sample creep-

deformed at 310 MPa to the minimum creep regime. Figure 3.3. a) shows this dislocation with a jog 

pinning the screw segment of the dislocation. The same jog can be seen to have a finite length when the 

sample is tilted away from the glide plane, as shown in Figure 3.3. b). Figure 3.3. c) shows a schematic 

illustrating this jog geometry where the bowed segments are gliding on parallel (  ̅  ) planes, and the 

jogs themselves (edge type) lie predominantly on the (    ) plane. From these tilting experiments, the 

height of the jog shown in Figure 3.3. was determined to be 24 nm. However, jogs as tall as 40 nm have 

been observed. Similar observations indicate that the cusped configurations along the screw 

dislocations are frequently associated with tall jogs. Figure 3.4. and Figure 3.5. are schematics that show 

the movement of the jogged-screw dislocation (a2 type) on the prism plane and in the basal plane. 

a) b)

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S135964540200280X#FIG5
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S135964540200280X#FIG5
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S135964540200280X#FIG5
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S135964540200280X#FIG5
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Figure 3.3. Dislocation with a jog pinning the screw segment of the dislocation [46]. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Schematic showing the movement of the jogged-screw dislocation (a2 type) on the prism plane [46]. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Schematic showing the movement of the jogged-screw dislocation (a2 type) on the basal plane [46]. 

TEM studies clearly show that β lath dissolution occurs during creep, in agreement with several previous 

studies of this kind [47,48,11]. Beta dissolution in high Si-bearing alloys is invariably accompanied by 

silicide precipitation. In addition to possible solid solution strengthening due to Si [11], the dislocation-

precipitate interactions could also lead to reduced primary and secondary creep rates in Si-bearing 

alloys. Inside a colony the hindering of dislocations between the lamellas is not significant, as the 
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burgers relationship between the alpha lamellas and the small beta regions between the lamellas is 

favourable so the dislocations glide easily. However, at colony borders there is a larger hinder for the 

dislocations. Therefore, the size of the alpha colonies is most important to slip length and the resulting 

effect on plastic deformation and creep. 

In Ti alloys, sliding along various boundaries are thought to contribute to creep strains at high 

temperatures. Miller et al. [49] have also reported in Ti-6211 alloy sliding along colony boundaries as 

well as α/β lath boundaries during creep at 500°C. However, in a similar alloy, Paton and 

Mahoney  [11] estimated that grain boundary sliding accounted for only less than 10% of the creep 

strain. A significant increase in the dislocation density inside the α-phase is observed following creep 

deformation. Finally, if motion of interfacial dislocations is responsible for α/β interface sliding, 

frequent interaction with silicides could significantly hinder this process [46]. 

Improvement in mechanical properties in finer lath structures has been attributed to shorter slip 

lengths within the α-phase, which is the major phase in this alloy. Sliding along various boundaries such 

as grain, colony and α/β lath boundaries have been speculated and measured in these alloys  at creep 

temperatures. Previous studies have reported power-law creep behaviour in α Ti alloys and have 

suggested that creep is controlled by deformation of the α-phase. A creep mechanism based on 

dislocation climb-controlled recovery has been suggested. An increased dislocation density within the α-

phase and subgrain formation has been reported at high stress levels [50]. 

3.3 Silicide precipitation 

Materials used in high temperature applications have some common required features; being resistant 

to creep deformation is the most obvious one. This is often accomplished by using alloys causing finely 

dispersed precipitates [19]. 

The effect of silicon in solid solution and in the form of silicides has been studied on alloy Ti-6A1-5Zr-

0.5Mo-0.25Si (alloy 685). Increasing silicon content substantially reduces primary creep strain at 760°C 

at all stress levels, whereas at 650°C the influence of primary creep is not clearly understood [51]. But 

when power law creep is dominated, steady state creep rate decreases monotonically with increasing 

silicon at both 650 and 760°C, which shows that the effect of silicon depends strongly on the creep 

mechanism and the primary alpha content [51]. When this alloy is exposed at these higher 

temperatures, it is observed that there is a partial decomposition of the  phase accompanied by 

silicide precipitation within the  or at the / phase boundaries. There are two operative creep 

mechanisms in Ti-6242-0.1Si: high activation energy (84 – 100 Kcal/mol) process in the 496-565°C and a 

low activation energy (12 – 25 Kcal/mol) process in the 454 – 482°C range [51]. 

Even with minor Si addition in the solution, Si atoms interact with dislocations to increase the energy 

barriers for slip and cross-slip, causing the increase of the tensile strength that can be maintained even 

at high temperatures. Near-α alloys such as IMI 834 and Ti-1100 include relatively high Si content to 

enhance the formation of silicides. These silicides precipitate at prior-β grain boundaries, α plate 

boundaries and/or on dislocations formed within the α plates, depending on the composition and heat 

treatment condition. These silicides retard grain sliding and impede the dislocation movement by 

pinning, resulting in an increase of the tensile and creep strength. However, it has been reported that 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S135964540200280X#BIB12
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S135964540200280X#BIB12
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silicide precipitation decreases the ductility because fracture occurs due to the linkage of the cracks that 

are initiated in the regions where the slip bands intersect with silicide particles [52]. 

3.3.1 Types of silicides 

There are different types of silicides identified in various silicon bearing high temperature titanium 

alloys when subjected to different heat treatments, which are presented in a summary form in Table 2. 

S1 was deduced to be (TiZr)5Si3, whilst S2 was experimentally confirmed as (TiZr)6Si3 [15]. 

Table 2. Identified silicides in high temperature titanium alloys [15]. 

 

While S1 precipitates have rod-like morphology [11], S2 appears to be elliptical [26, 27]. The addition of 

even small amounts of β stabilizing elements to near-α alloys as well as (α+β) alloys, leads to only 

precipitation of the S2 silicide [38], therefore S1 silicides do not precipitate in Ti-6242. The 

stoichiometry of S2 as (TiZr)6Si3 has been determined quantitatively [15]. 

Popov et al. showed in 2015 that, during aging, the precipitation of (Ti,Zr)5Si3 (S1) silicide particles takes 

place, which, during holding, are enriched in zirconium atoms and transform into (Ti,Zr)6Si3 (S2) and 

(Zr,Ti)2Si (S3) silicides [53]. 

Silicides have been detected using TEM. For Ti-1100-6Zr (Ti-6Al-2.7Sn-6Zr-0.4Mo-0.45Si) precipitates are 

observed at the interfaces between the lamellar α and the β-phase (Figure 3.6.). The presence of equal 

inclination fringes around the precipitates relieves the stresses caused by phase transformation (β→α). 

Alloy Heat treatment 
Type of 
Silicide 

Lattice Parameter Preferred sites Shape and size 

 
Solution 

treatment 
Ageing  a (nm) c (nm)   

IMI 829 
Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-

1Nb-1Mo-0.25Si 

1323K, 1h 
water quench 

(WQ) 

898-1223 
K, 24h 

S2 0.70 0.36 
Along  lath, 
interplatelet 
boundaries 

elliptical 

IMI 834 
Ti–5.8Al–4.0Sn–

3.5Zr–0.7Nb–
0.5Mo–0.35Si 

1353 K, 30 
min, WQ 

973 K, 
24h 

S2 0.70 0.36 
Interplatelet 
boundaries 

elliptical 

IMI 685 
Ti-6Al-5Zr-0.5Mo-

0.25Si 

1323K, 1h, 
slow cooling 

(0.1 Ks-1) 
 

- S2 0.698 0.365 

Interplatelet 
boundaries 

boundaries of 

 

Trapezoidal 
precipitates 100 

nm at 0.08C s-1 
2000 nm at 

0.003c s-1 
IMI 685 

Ti-6Al-5Zr-0.5Mo-
0.25Si 

1323 K, 0.5h, 
WQ 

923K, 
24h 

S1 0.780 0.544 
Interplatelet 

boundaries of 

 

50nm, ellipsoidal 
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Figure 3.6. Bright field TEM images showing a) a massive silicide and b) a smaller silicide, both precipitated from the Ti-1100-6Zr alloy 
[42]. 

The size of the precipitate in Figure 3.6. a) is about 650 nm. The composition of the large precipitate 

was measured using EDS and could be indexed as TiSi. This is the only report on the formation of TiSi in 

near-α titanium alloys. 

Figure 3.7. shows another type of precipitates in the Ti-1100–6Zr alloy. Bright field TEM image shows 

that a large number of elliptical particles precipitate from the retained β-phase, which suggests the low 

level of silicon in the α-phase. The elliptical silicide precipitated in these experiments was confirmed to 

be the (TiZr)6Si3 and is about 240 nm large. 

 

Figure 3.7. Bright field TEM images showing the ellipsoid silicides precipitated from the Ti-1100-6Zr alloy [42]. 

Silicon solubility is greater in β-phase than in α-phase, and it is known that zirconium decreases the 

silicon solubility in titanium which increases the effective super saturation for a given silicon content. 

Thus during the transformation from β to α, Si will be rejected from the β lattice and precipitate in the 

form of silicides. 

It has been observed that the long axis direction of S2 silicide intersects the stretching direction of α 

plates at an angle of 60°, as seen in Figure 3.8. This geometric connection is mainly supposed to result 

from the orientation relationship that exists between the S2 phase and the α plates.  

The orientation relationship between the S2 phase and α-phase can be identified as  

(   ̅ )    (  ̅ ̅ )  due to the rotational symmetry.  

Both the S2 and α-phases have hexagonal crystal (hcp) structure, but the lattice parameter of the a axis 

of S2 phase is about twice that of α-phase (α-phase: c = 0.473 nm; a = 0.295 nm). If the crystal lattice of 

a) b)

)

http://www.sciencedirect.com.proxy.lib.ltu.se/science/article/pii/S1044580314002903#f0035
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S2 phase rotates clockwise an angle of 90° relatively to the α-phase crystal lattice, then the two phases 

satisfy the above orientation relationship, and the shortest lattice distance between the two phases is 

at the     ̅   direction. Therefore, if α plates grow along one of the     ̅   directions, S2 phase 

will grow preferentially along the other     ̅   directions so as to reduce the strain energy caused 

by the large difference in lattice parameters. Accordingly, the growing direction of α plates presents an 

angle of 60° with the growth direction of the S2 phase [42]. 

 

Figure 3.8. Diagram showing the relationship in crystal structure between α plates and S2 silicides [42]. 

3.3.2 The influence of silicon on dislocation glide            

A solute introduces a friction-like resistance to slip. It is caused by the interaction of the moving 

dislocations with stationary weak obstacles. A dispersion of strong particles of a second phase blocks 

the glide motion of the dislocations. 

The strength of an alloy derives from the ability of obstacles, such as precipitates and atoms in solid 

solution, to hinder the motion of mobile dislocations. The strength contributions from atoms in solid 

solution and from shearable and non-shearable precipitates change during ageing, while contributions 

from lattice, dislocations and grain boundaries are constant.  

Small and not too hard precipitates are normally sheared by moving dislocations. In case of meeting 

hard undeformable second phase particles like silicides dislocation release at higher stresses may occur 

by Orowan looping or by cross-slip [54].The moving dislocations pass the precipitates by bowing, leaving 

a dislocation loop around the precipitate (See Figure 3.9. d)) . 

Small precipitates can act as Frank-Read sources too. As seen in recent research of dislocations upon 

creep testing in superalloys, Orowan looping takes place when the precipitates cannot be cut through, 

as schematically shown in Figure 3.9. d), [55]. Orowan loops can be seen using TEM (Figure 3.9. a)), as 

well as slip bands (Figure 3.9. b)) and climbing of dislocations (Figure 3.9. c)). The dislocation climb 

process can be seen in Figure 3.9. e). 
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Figure 3.9. TEM micrographs taken from GH2984 after creep rupture at 700°C/200MPa showing:(a) Orowan looping; (b) slip band, i.e. 
localized bands of plastic deformation; (c) dislocation climb (noted by a red frame); (d) and (e) schematic illustration of the Orowan 

looping process and dislocation climb [55]. 

Hard particles give the maximum precipitation hardening, and this condition defines the maximum 

degree of hardening attainable. Soft particles give a lower degree of hardening [56]. 

It can be concluded that for Si-bearing Ti alloys, the composite of creep test results and transmission 

electron microscopy observations demonstrate that creep resistance of these alloys is improved by Si 

precipitation on mobile dislocations resulting in a pinning of these dislocations and an inhibition of their 

further movement [11]. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plastic_deformation
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4 Experimental work 

In this Chapter the material studied is introduced. It was studied using secondary electron microscope 

(SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), optical 

microscope (OM) and also with stereomicroscope. The sample preparation and the methodology used is 

described.   

4.1 About the test material 

Cast Ti-6242 is used as a part in the engine for aerospace applications.  Its exact chemical composition is 

detailed in table 3. Three different additions of silicon were added to this alloy in order to find the best 

composition to prevent creep deformation. These additions are detailed in table 4. 

Table 3. Chemical composition requirements. 

Element Minimum Maximum 

Aluminium 5.50 6.50 

Zirconium 3.50 4.50 

Molybdenum 1.75 2.25 

Tin 1.75 2.25 

Silicon 0.06 0.13 

Iron - 0.10 

Oxygen - 0.20 

Carbon - 0.10 

Nitrogen - 0.05 

Hydrogen - 0.0150 

Yttrium - 0.005 

Residual elements, each - 0.10 

Residual elements, total - 0.40 

Titanium Remainder 
 

Table 4. Different percentages in weight of silicon added to Ti-6242. 

Classification %wt. Silicon 

A 0,015 
B 0,07 
C 0,162 

4.2 Creep tests 

All processes, performed upon the material as received, were conducted at Westmoreland Mechanical 

Testing & Research, Inc. (WMT&R, Inc) in Youngstown, U.S.A., in accordance with the WMT&R Quality 

Assurance Manual, Rev. 11, dated 12/03/2008. Creep testing was carried out under the ASTM E139-11 

regulation. 

Temperature and creep readings are recorded by computers and continuously monitored to insure 

utmost accuracy. The shape for the material tested in this work is as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1. Image of one of the specimens tested. 

The specimens were tested for stress rupture testing. Stress rupture testing is like creep testing aside 

from the fact that stresses are being higher than those utilized within a creep testing. Stress rupture 

tests are utilized to find out the time it takes for failure so stress rupture testing is always continued 

until failure of the material occurs.  

To reach failure in an operative range of times, the loads used are close to the yield strength of the 

material. The temperatures used were 450°C and 500°C, and the stresses used were 450MPa, 500MPa, 

575MPa, and 625MPa. Figure 4.2. represents the yield strength vs. temperature for cast Ti-6242 with 

silicon content of 0.07-0.08%Wt. Si, where it can be seen that the yield strength at 450°C is of 

approximately 520MPa, whereas at 500°C it is of just 500MPa. 

 

Figure 4.2. Yield strength vs. temperature for cast Ti-6242 with 0.07-0.08%Wt. Si. The dotted line indicates the yield strength at 500°C 
and the dashed line the yield strength at 450°C (Private communication, 2016). 

The Si-contents were chosen from what is used in real application. The specification states that the Si-

content should be between 0.06-0.13 wt% Si. The lowest composition was chosen to have an alloy 

almost without Si to compare with. The silicon additions used were the ones listed in Table 4.  

4.3 Sample preparation 

Sample preparation is essential to be able to see the silicides on the surface, as very high magnifications 

are needed to properly observe these precipitates. 
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4.3.1 Sample preparation for SEM 

Firstly, three pieces approximately 4mm long from each sample were cut using the E281 Discotom 

automatic cutting machine. These were then embedded in bakelite by hot mounting and each one was 

polished in a different way to compare polishing results: Mechanically polished using colloidal silica, 

mechanically polished using an alumina based solution and electropolished.  

Mechanical polishing 

Grinding and polishing of titanium and titanium alloys is not an easy task. A high quality polished surface 

without scratches or modified topography is key to analyse the surface at the high magnifications that 

will be employed (up to 500,000x). Therefore, once the samples were cut and embedded in bakelite, 

the optimum polishing was explored. After several attempts and combinations, the following method 

was found to be the one with the best final polished surface, see Table 5. 

Table 5. Mechanical polishing steps used for Ti-6242 samples. 

Step Surface Suspension Lubricant Rotation sense 
Rotation 

speed 
(rpm) 

Load 
(N) 

Time 
(minutes) 

1 SiC 80 - Water Complementary 300 20 3 

2 SiC 120 - Water Complementary 300 20 3 

3 SiC 220 - Water Counterwise 300 20 3 

4 SiC 600 - Water Complementary 300 20 3 

5 SiC 1200 - Water Counterwise 300 20 4 

6 Ultrapad Diamond 9μm Kemet W2 Complementary 150 20 5 

7 Verdutex Diamond 6μm Kemet W2 Counterwise 150 20 7 

8 Verdutex Diamond 3μm Kemet W2 Complementary 150 20 7 

9 Microcloth Diamond 1μm Kemet W2 Counterwise 150 15 7 

10 Microcloth 
Colloidal 

Silica/Alumina 
based solution 

Water Complementary 150 15 30 

Silicon carbide papers are first used to grind the surface. The polishing is achieved by the use of a series 

of cloths and each time finer suspensions. The rotation sense is alternated to accomplish better results.  

The last step is crucial. It is extremely important not to let the cloth go dry, which can happen very fast. 

The cloth must be fully wet with water from the start. Colloidal silica or the alumina based solution is 

poured (depending on which one is desired to be used) and water is slowly poured from the bottom of a 

cap of a 100 ml bottle every 30 seconds during 20 minutes. Finally, the disk is run only with water for 

the last 10 minutes.  

After the final step, it is essential to clean the surface thoroughly by holding it vertical and flushing it 

with water. A piece of cotton is used to remove the nanoparticles by wiping downwards under the 

flushing water. The same is done with ethanol. A final flushing with ethanol removes the cotton fibres. 

Finally, the surface is properly dried with a hot air flow. 

Moreover, there are some general guidelines to be followed during all the process: 
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-The entire sample should be always rinsed with water when changing step, not only the polished 

surface, using the fingers to get rid of any particles left.  

- The samples must be flushed with ethanol and dried with hot air one at a time (letting the other 

samples in contact with the polishing disk meanwhile, so that the surfaces do not oxidize). Never 

use methanol in titanium alloys, as it destroys the surface.  

- The sample plate must be unlocked from the rotor and rinsed with water and a brush between 

each step.  

- From step 5 to 9, the disks must be rinsed with water and the brush. They shall be dried by letting 

them stand on their edge.  

 Colloidal silica  

Colloidal silica has been traditionally employed to polish a wide variety of metals including titanium and 

tends to give very good results [57]. BUEHLER’s MasterMet Colloidal Silica Polishing Suspension 40-

6370-064 was used. However, this particular work’s goal is observing precipitates of silicon, so it is 

important to be sure that no silicon on the surface is product of the polishing instead of the 

precipitation of silicides. Therefore, another kind of polishing solution was also used. 

 Alumina based solution 

A MasterPrep alumina based solution with 50nm nanoparticles was used to compare the results from 

those of colloidal silica, and determine if the latter adds non-desired silicon to the surface. Per contra, it 

was observed that this solution left much debris on the surface, so the final cleaning was a very 

important part of the polishing. The solution might be better cleaned if previously diluted in water 

without significantly changing the polishing results. It has also been observed that by running water in 

co-rotation for 3 minutes, counter-rotation for 3 other minutes and finally rubbing the sample gently 

with a finger in the 4 perpendicular directions allows to have a much cleaner surface.  

Electropolishing 

Electropolishing was also used as an alternative to traditional mechanical polishing.  Firstly, the samples 

were grinded with SiC papers following the steps 1 to 5 described in Table 5 plus an additional grinding 

with p4000 paper.  

To electropolish titanium and its alloys, an electrolyte composed by methanol, 2-Butoxyethanol 

(ethylene glycol) and perchloric acid may be used. This type of Electropolishing solution is more durable 

and less toxic to the environment than most conventional solutions while providing a mirror-

like titanium surface finishing [57]. This solution is named A3 after Struers Material Safety Data Sheets 

and the exact composition is detailed in Table 6.  
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Table 6.  Prepared electrolyte solution A3. 

% Chemical name Volume(ml) 

55-75 Methanol 600 

25-45 2-Butoxyethanol 360 

60 Perchloric acid  60 

The LectroPol-5 equipment from Struers was used. The parameters detailed in Table 7 were used 

according to previous experiments:  

Table 7. Parameters used for electropolishing. 

Electrolyte A3 

Voltage (V) 20 

Flow rate 16 

Time(s) 25 

However, for this titanium alloy, SEM pictures show an aggressive etching of the surface. This implies 

that the parameters used may not be the adequate ones. The electropolishing time was 25 seconds, so 

the aggressive etching might be improved by decreasing this time.  

4.3.2 Sample preparation for STEM 

Samples for STEM have to be thinner than approximately 30nm in order to be electron transparent. To 

achieve that, the samples were first cut in the workshop 0.26mm thick. Then, the oxide layer produced 

was removed by gently polishing them from both sides, as well as reducing at the same time the 

thickness to roughly 0.23mm. The diameter was then reduced to 3mm by punching the samples. The 

final step is creating a hole in the disk as to observe in the STEM the borders of this hole, which are the 

thinnest parts of the piece. 

Electrothinning 

Electrothinning was done using the TenuPol-5 Struers device. The electrolyte solution used is the same 

as for Electropolishing, A3. It is prepared firstly by mixing the methanol with the butoxyethanol. 

Perchloric acid is added just before using the solution in the electrothinning device. The solution is then 

cooled to 5°C and the hole is created. 

4.3.3 Sample preparation for stereomicroscope 

To be able to study the colour of the oxide layers on the fracture surfaces, these had to be properly 

cleaned without destroying or modifying the oxide layers. The fracture surfaces were carefully put in a 

beaker with acetone covering the entire pieces. The beaker was then put inside an ultrasonic bath filled 

with water. The sample were vibrating for 10 minutes at a low speed. Finally, they were left to dry on a 

tissue paper. 
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4.4 Material characterisation 

4.4.1 Silicides 

To observe the silicides both SEM and STEM were used.  

Use of SEM 

Once all the SEM samples are prepared, their surface can be microscopically observed enhancing SEM. 

Firstly, the FEI Magellan 400 extreme high-resolution SEM was used. This device counts with 5 

detectors: Everhart-Thornley detector (ETD), Through-lens detector (TLD), Low voltage high contrast 

detector (vCD), STEM and EDS. The TLD detector will be used for the analysis of topography using 

secondary electrons. The vCD detector will also be used to achieve strong contrast pictures using back-

scattered electrons. The immersion mode is needed to observe the silicides in high magnification. The 

EDS detector is used to examine the chemical composition of some particular specimens on the 

observed surface, mainly to verify the presence of silicides and discard debris. 

The JEOL SEM was also used to observe the silicides. They could not be amplified to very high 

magnifications but it was enough to see them and have an overview of their distribution along the 

surface. It is interesting to play with the accelerating voltage and the working distance to observe the 

silicides. The surface must be extremely clean in order to observe it properly. If the sample is still not 

clean enough running it for some minutes with water might improve the view. 

Use of STEM 

A part from SEM images, STEM images can also be taken with the Magellan. STEM allows the acquisition 

of atomic resolution images and therefore to properly observe and characterize the silicides. It also 

allows the identification of smaller silicides (if they exist) that otherwise would not be appreciated by 

SEM. 

To use the STEM detector in the SEM Magellan the device must be opened and the STEM loader 

inserted jointly with the samples we want to observe.  There are three different modes that can be 

used: Bright Field (BF), Dark Field (DF) and High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF). The three modes, 

plus the normal secondary electrons SEM detector (TLD) will be used in order to determine the best 

way of observing silicides.  

The HAADF mode shows the best contrast to observe some of the silicides. Also, by comparing the TLD 

screen (silicides are bright) and the BF screen (silicides are then dark), these can also be located. The 

composition of these particles was verified by EDS.  

In any case, STEM was found to not be required to see silicides. SEM is enough to notice them, as they 

are not so small to not be able to be detected by it.  

4.4.2 Microstructure 

The microstructure of the alloy was observed with the OM. To be able to see the microstructure clearly 

the surface must be etched.  
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Titanium alloys are complicated to etch because of the need of using hydrofluoric acid (HF), which is 

extremely dangerous. Consequently, a strict methodology to etch the samples was followed. One must 

wear: latex gloves and black rubber gloves on top of the laboratory coat, an overall, glasses and mask. 

The hood must be almost closed at all times. Place a cotton pad on a plate and pour two drops of HF 

solution on it. Etch the samples for 5-10 seconds and immediately wash with water to stop the etching. 

If necessary, etch 5 more seconds. Finally clean the sample with ethanol and blow it dry. 

The Nikon OM was used to observe the surface. The polarizer was used to observe the α-colonies 

clearly. 

4.4.3 Dislocations 

STEM allows the inspection of dislocation lines in the sample. Many dislocation bows and loops can be 

observed. 

4.4.4 Fractography 

When looking at the fracture surfaces of the creep tested samples with bare eyes, smooth areas which 

look like grain boundary delamination can be observed. Given during the creep tests we have 

deformation at high temperature and long times, boundaries (prior-β-phase or colony boundaries) can 

get weak and finally delaminate. It is therefore interesting to study the crack profile of the specimens 

and relate it to the amount of silicon.  

The methodology chosen to investigate the fracture surface was the following. Firstly, a topography 

study on the fracture surfaces was made, looking at them at bare sight and then with the SEM after 

having cleaned them in an ultrasonic bath with acetone during 10 minutes. 

Secondly, the microstructure of a relevant cross-section was made. The specimen was cut through and 

half of it was embedded. The cross-section was then observed with the SEM and the mechanisms of 

fracture, mainly in the grain boundaries, were detected.  

Finally, when cleaning the samples in the ultrasonic bath a difference in colour was observed. Due to a 

long time being stored and the touch of fingers on the samples, the samples had a layer of grease on 

them that hid their true colours. When it was removed, metallic to blue colours were revealed, which 

indicate oxide layers on the fracture surface. These oxide layers were looked at with the 

stereomicroscope. 

Particularly, it is interesting to compare the fracture surfaces of A samples (almost no Si) and C samples 

(a ‘’lot’’ of Si) and relate the differences to the amount of silicon and therefore the deformation 

mechanism. It is also interesting to look at an A sample that broke on loading. This probably broke as a 

tensile fracture with no delamination and resembles to the Rest fracture region in creep. It is good to 

compare the fracture surface of these samples with the ones we have suffering creep. 
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The samples studied were: 

• 9A: Broke at loading 

• 5A: Suffered severe creep (0.015%Si) 

• 5B: Intermediate (0.07%Si) 

• 5C: Resisted the most to creep (0.162%Si) 

In conclusion, the comparison of the fracture surfaces was the following: 

1. Comparison of the topography of A,B and C with the SEM. Look for areas with grain boundary 

delamination (smooth intergranular ones). We expect more of those areas with less amount of 

silicon (more creep). An example of how to study fracture surfaces is shown in Figure 4.3. 

In general, macroscale images determine the transgranular (TG) and intergranular (IG) fracture 

areas. Microscale images determine: 

 If we are in the TG area:  

-Dimples: Ductile fracture. It looks rough and matte at low magnification. 

-Cleavage: Brittle fracture. 

 If we are in the IG area:  

-Dimples: Ductile fracture. Creep cavitation or void nucleation, decohesive rupture of the 

grain boundaries. Due to creep or precipitates in or next to the grain boundaries. 

-Cleavage: Brittle fracture. Brittle mechanisms in grain boundaries or fracture in large grains. 

It looks faceted (“bumpy”) and shiny at low magnification. 
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Figure 4.3. Macroscale images of a fracture. A transgranular (TG) area is enlarged and observed microscopically. 

2. Comparison of the microstructure of a cross-section along the smooth areas. See if grain 

boundary delamination is happening in the areas that we think suffered from creep. 

3. Comparison of the oxide layer colours with the stereomicroscope. The surface that suffered 

creep should have a thicker oxide layer (colour blue) as it was in contact with air at high 

temperature for a longer time than the final ductile fracture. 

 

  

A1) IG brittle cracking. 

Cleavage. 

A2)TG ductile cracking. 

Dimples. 

Slipping 

traces 
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5 Results and discussion 

5.1 Creep 

The raw data obtained is the time and respective creep strain. Only the plastic part of the strain is taken 

into account during the creep, the elastic part has been removed. Table 1 presents the creep testing 

results. The creep tests were stopped after 1500hrs even if the specimen had not yet failed. 

Table 8. Creep test results for cast Ti-6242 with different Si contents. 

Reference %Wt. Si Temp C Stress MPa Total creep % Rupture time (hrs) 

1A 0.015 450 575 
 

On loading 

2A 0.015 450 575 
 

On loading 

3A 0.015 450 625 
 

On loading 

4A 0.015 450 625 
 

On loading 

5A 0.015 500 450 4.6125 806.2 

6A 0.015 500 450 4.9325 795.2 

7A 0.015 500 500 5.1319 232.9 

8A 0.015 500 500 6.5639 116.2 

9A 0.015 450 575 
 

On loading 

10A 0.015 450 625 
 

On loading 

11A 0.015 450 575 
 

On loading 

12A 0.015 450 625 
 

On loading 

1B 0.07 450 575 0.5916 1500,0 

2B 0.07 450 575 0.7885 1500,0 

3B 0.07 450 625 
 

On loading 

4B 0.07 450 625 
 

On loading 

5B 0.07 500 450 0.4179 325.2 

6B 0.07 500 450 1.0635 715.0 

7B 0.07 500 500 1.2002 313.1 

8B 0.07 500 500 1.2841 396.4 

1C 0.162 450 575 0.5650 1500.0 

2C 0.162 450 575 0.5173 1500.0 

3C 0.162 450 625 1.8724 672.1 

4C 0.162 450 625 1.5013 487.1 

5C 0.162 500 450 1.2313 1469.0 

6C 0.162 500 450 0.7830 1500.0 

7C 0.162 500 500 1.0240 225.9 

8C 0.162 500 500 1.0428 471.5 

 

From table 1 it is noticed that the specimens with lowest silicon content did not resist the high loads at 

low temperatures and broke upon loading. At 450°C the yield stress is approximately 520 MPa, so when 

exceeding this value the material breaks immediately. At 500°C the yield stress is of 500MPa so if we do 

not exceed this value the specimens creep until rupture. It can be concluded that the yield stress 
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increases when adding silicon, as none of the specimens with high silicon content broke on loading even 

when applying the highest load of 625MPa.  

From the creep test results several pieces of information can be drawn. The creep curves are plotted for 

the specimens that did not break on loading, separated in graphs with the same temperature and load 

of testing to be able to make a valid comparison.  

When looking at the tests at 450°C, see Figure 5.1., the A samples failed on rupture under any load, not 

being able to resist a high load at low temperature. Moreover, at the highest load, i.e. 625MPa, only the 

C samples resisted. This is evidence that silicon content increases the yield strength of the alloy Ti-6242. 

 

Figure 5.1. Creep curves for specimens with intermediate and high amount of silicon under 450°C and 575 MPa. 
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Figure 5.2. Creep curves for specimens with high amount of silicon under 450°C and 625MPa. 

When observing Figure 5.1., it is obvious that at low temperature and insufficient load, the material 

suffers a vast work hardening, being the first stage of creep almost the only one noticeable. The tests 

were stopped at 1500h because the specimens had not reached rupture. This implies that at low 

temperature a high load is needed to provide enough energy to the material to start dislocation 

movement and therefore, the steady-state creep process. Consequently, in Figure 5.2. it is noticed how 

when increasing the load the specimens that did not break on loading go through all the stages of creep 

deformation. 

When the temperature was increased to 500°C, none of the samples failed upon loading. From the 

creep curves diverse conclusions can be made. Firstly, it is clear that the specimens with less silicon 

content suffered severely from creep. They broke the earliest and underwent an enormous creep strain 

higher than 4%. By adding just 0.162 %Wt.Si the resistance to creep is dramatically improved. The 

specimens with higher amount of silicon resisted longer before failing and suffered a lighter creep strain 

(Figures 5.3. and 5.4.). 
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Figure 5.3. Creep curves for specimens with the three different amounts of silicon under 500°C and 450MPa. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Creep curves for specimens with the three different amounts of silicon under 500°C and 500MPa. 

It can be concluded that 5A and 5C are very interesting samples to compare due to their big difference 

in behaviour, same parameters of testing and ideal creep curve shape (Figure 5.5.). 
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Figure 5.5. Comparison between 5A (lowest %Wt. Si) and 5C (highest %Wt. Si) creep curves. 

It is also possible to separate the creep strain in the different stages of creep. This way it can be 

observed that silicon content has a manifest role in primary creep. When adding a small amount of 

silicon, the primary creep is acutely reduced. However, this tendency is then alleviated (Figure 5.6.). This 

fact implies that adding slight amounts of silicon introduces stronger work hardenability, making it more 

difficult for the material to deform.  

 

Figure 5.6. Primary creep vs. amount of silicon content at different loads and temperatures. 
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The slopes of the steady-state creep, also called minimum creep rate, are calculated from the raw data. 

The log-scale of the y-axis is to separate the data points. The tendency is obvious, the higher the 

amount of silicon, the less steady state creep rate, which indicates that the addition of silicon in the 

material is of maximum importance in the second stage creep.  

 

Figure 5.7. Steady state creep vs. amount of silicon content at different loads and temperatures. 

How the silicides affect the behaviour of creep could be explained by the theory illustrated in Figure 5.8. 

The initial state shows how an alloy with a low amount of silicon will have less silicides than an alloy 

with a higher amount of silicon. During the primary creep, when the material starts to deform, work 

hardening takes place. Dislocations are introduced in the lattice, reducing the strain rate (needing 

higher temperature or stress to deform).These dislocations pile-up at obstacles, e.g. silicides and grain 

boundaries. The more silicides, the more dislocations get constrained in these and don’t get to pile-up 

in the grain boundaries. Also, the work hardening rate depends on the rate at which dislocations 

multiply with the strain. If the density of precipitates is high, dislocation generation mechanisms such as 

Frank-Read and Orowan looping have a significant role. 
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Figure 5.8. Comparison on how low or high amounts of silicon affect the creep stages. 

When a certain energy level is reached, by the stored energy in the deformed lattices and by thermal 

energy, restoration mechanisms start taking place. We are now in the second stage of creep. We are 

still introducing dislocations in the lattices but these are now able to interact with each other, and the 

recovery process starts (See Figure 2.12 in Chapter 2.Creep). These dislocations are annihilated, piled-up 

in other obstacles, or piled-up in the grain boundaries or interfaces between α-lamellae. The faster the 

restoration, the faster the material deforms, as there is a reduction of flow strength. 

In the case where there are few silicides, the dislocations have a very high mobility and pile-up or get 

annihilated. The introduction of new defects is harder, as there are no nucleating points or sites where 

the dislocations would get tangled. This way, the hardening-restoration process is dominated by a very 

fast recovery, allowing the material to quickly deform and, when cavitation appears, finally break.  

On the other hand, with the presence of many silicides, dislocation motion changes. Some dislocations 

pile-up at the silicides and some at the boundaries. When these have energy to move, they can 

overcome the obstacle, for example by Orowan looping. However, they can get tangled in another 

obstacle before having reached the boundaries or interact with other dislocations. Also, new defects 

can be nucleated in the already existing defects. Various obstacles like precipitates or immobile 

dislocations are responsible for inducing a glide resistance which may vanish or rearrange during 

restoration processes. Also, Frank-Read dislocation pumping effect can take place, creating continuous 

dislocations in movement. Therefore, the hardening-restoration process is notably equilibrated and 

allows the material to resist temperature for a long time by the creation and annihilation of dislocations 

instead of by plastic deformation. 

In the third stage of creep, motion of dislocations is no longer relevant, so the effect of silicides cannot 

be studied from this stage. 

Orowan loop 

Pile-ups of 

dislocations Frank-Read 

sources 
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When looking at the deformation-mechanism map in Figure 2.4. from Chapter 2. Creep, it could be 

useful to situate our alloy on the map to have an idea of which deformation mechanisms could be 

taking place. This would certainly be just an approximate result, as the map is made for titanium-6%wt. 

aluminium (Ti-6Al), not Ti-6242 with different amounts of silicon. To be able to do this, first the resolved 

stress and homologous temperature for each sample should be calculated. 

In alloys that exhibit a low Young's modulus and at the same time a high yield strength, such as the 

high-temperature near-alpha titanium alloy Ti 6242S, the elastic behaviour cannot be described by 

Hooke's law. Due to the elastic modulus’ change with the temperature, this was determined 

experimentally. The results were calculated using the empiric equation developed by Rösler et al., 2003 

(eq.2) [58]. 

 ( )      (   )  (  
     

  
) (2) 

Where T, is the current temperature, Tm, melting temperature in absolute grade. TmTi-6242 = 1978K, ETi-

6242(0K) = 123,3 GPa. 

This way, we can calculate the E-modulus at each temperature used in the creep tests. Knowing the E-

modulus and shear stress used (450,500,575 and 625 MPa) we can calculate the normalized shear stress 

of each creep test. The homologous temperature is calculated by dividing the temperature used for the 

creep tests (723 and 773K) and the melting temperature (1978K). With this information, we can situate 

every creep specimen in its area inside of a deformation-mechanism map. 

Table 9. Resolved shear stress and homologous temperature for each set of load and temperature conditions. 

 Resolved stress  
  

 
 Homologous temperature 

 

  
 

450MPa and 450°C 4.46x10
-3

 0.37 
450MPa and 500°C 4.53x10

-3
 0.39 

500MPa and 450°C 4.96x10
-3

 0.37 
500MPa and 500°C 5.04x10

-3
 0.39 

575MPa and 450°C 5.70x10
-3

 0.37 
575MPa and 500°C 5.80x10

-3
 0.39 

625MPa and 450°C 6.20x10
-3

 0.37 
625MPa and 500°C 6.30x10

-3
 0.39 

Being the homologous temperature very close to 0.4 and the resolved shear stress from 4 to 6x10-3, our 

alloys could be situated in the Power-Law creep mechanism region, which is in agreement with many 

researches. 
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5.2 Silicides 

5.2.1 Localisation 

Larger and smaller precipitates have been observed across the samples cross-sections. When looking at 

cross-sections with the SEM, it was possible to distinguish some areas with a high density of big 

(>150nm large) silicides, like the ones observed in Figure 5.9. Large silicides are not homogeneously 

dispersed throughout the samples and have only been localised in certain regions of the specimens with 

high density of these silicides (Figure 5.9.). They are lying next to the β-phase and with clear preferential 

orientation with the α-phase (see Section 5.2.3 Orientation). This fact renders detection and 

quantification difficult. These pockets seem to share no relationship with grains/colonies. It is believed 

that the pockets stem from segregation during the casting process.  

 

Figure 5.9. Several areas with big silicides across a cross-section in the 5C sample. 

On the other hand, smaller silicide precipitates are evenly spread across the whole cross-section for all 

samples, like observed in Figure 5.10. They are usually located in the secondary α-phase inside prior-β 

grain boundaries and interfaces between α-colonies.  

Area 1 

Area 2 

Area 3 
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Figure 5.10. Low magnification image of as-cast material with 0.162%Wt. Si. The white bright particles are small silicides spread all over 
the surface. 

Size of precipitates usually depends on the aging time. The precipitates form as very small particles, and 
coarsen with time as the larger particles consume the smaller ones to decrease the total interface area. 
To prove that the large precipitates come from the casting and do not grow during the creep tests, a 
study of the as-cast material is done. In the as-cast material with higher percentage of silicon, we found 
both small and big silicides (Figures 5.11. and 5.12.), indicating that these come from the casting process 
and precipitate during the precipitation treatment as they are supposed to. 

 

Figure 5.11. Higher magnification image of Figure 5.10. The silicides are easily detected, lying in the β-phase or next to it. 
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Figure 5.12. An area with high density of big silicides is found in the as-cast material with 0.162%Wt. Si. 

In this study it has been observed that there are both big silicides and smaller silicides.  The small 

silicides are distributed quite homogeneously around the sample, whereas the big silicides are usually 

located in specific areas. Also, big silicides tend to be located on the edge of grain boundaries, whilst 

small silicides are situated inside the grain boundaries, mainly in the secondary alpha phase. 

5.2.2 Size, shape and composition 

If we take a deeper look into one area with high density of big silicides, we are able to clearly see the 

precipitates by using the FEI Magellan 400 extreme high-resolution SEM. One example of this is given in 

Figure 5.13. The EDS results in Table 10 verify that the particle is indeed a silicide. A thin oxide layer 

(orange skin) from electropolishing can be observed on the surface. This silicide is approximately 580nm 

long and is oval shaped, like the silicide in Figure 5.14. Also squared-shaped silicides have been found, 

like the one in Figure 5.15., which may imply some differences in the silicide composition. All the big 

silicides are in between 150 and 550nm large and are usually oval. The EDS confirms the particles are 

silicides by the presence of zirconium.  
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Figure 5.13. Image of a big oval silicide found in sample 5C prepared by electropolishing in 5,000x, 50,000x, 100,000x and 250,000x 
magnifications. 

Table 10. EDS results on silicide from Figure 5.13. 

Element Weight% Atomic% 

Ti % 68.88 65.48 
Zr % 20.77 10.37 
Si % 4.72 7.65 
O % 2.99 8.50 
C % 1.68 6.38 
Al % 0.96 1.62 

 

Figure 5.14. Image of a tilted silicide found in sample 5C prepared by electropolishing. A 3D relief can be noticed. This is because when 
we electropolish, the silicide erodes less than the titanium alloy because it is harder. 

 

≈580nm 
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Figure 5.15. Image of a big squared silicide found in sample 5C prepared by electropolishing in 100,000x and 350,000x magnifications. 

Table 11 EDS results on silicide from Figure 5.15. 

Element Weight% Atomic% 

Ti % 51.62 52.77 
Zr % 35.79 19.21 
Si % 9.10 15.86 
O % 2.05 6.27 
C % 1.44 5.89 

 

On the other hand, homogeneously spread small silicides usually have rod-like shape. The alpha 

lamellas are separated by boundaries composed by beta phase (the bright phase) with secondary 

alpha. The small silicides are commonly located inside these interfaces between α-phases or in the 

prior-β grain boundaries. These silicides are in between 20 and 100nm large, like the ones in 

Figures 5.16. and 5.17. 
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Figure 5.16. Small silicides in as-cast material. A small silicide is amplified until the maximum magnification that shows enough 
resolution. 

When it is necessary to amplify the image to observe the silicides with high resolution, the use of the FEI 

Magellan 400 extreme high-resolution SEM is needed. Also, using backscattered electrons can help in 

increasing the contrast and therefore identifying the silicides. 

 

Figure 5.17. Image with backscattered electrons of a small silicide found in sample 5C prepared by electropolishing. Its size is about 
90nm large. 

Other images of silicides and EDS analysis can be consulted in the research project “Detection of silicon-

rich nanoparticles in Ti-6242 and 22mnB5 materials” [57]. 

 

50nm 
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5.2.3 Orientation 

Big silicides are present in limited areas across the sample. In these areas, the silicides have a 

preferential orientation towards the β grain. This orientation varies in every area, having been observed 

at angles of 30°, 40° and 60° (Figure 5.18.). From the literature we know that an angle of 60°/30° 

between the growing direction of α plates and the S2 type silicides is favoured (Section 3.3.1 Types of 

silicides). 

 

  

  

 

Figure 5.18. a) In Area 1 in Figure 5.9 the silicides are oriented approximately 30 degrees b) in Area 2 60 degrees and c) in Area 3 40 
degrees with the α laths. 

 

≈30° 

≈ 60° 

≈ 40° 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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5.2.4 Quantification 

In STEM, several modes can be used. It is noted that the HAADF mode shows the best contrast to 

observe some of the silicides (Figure 5.19.). Also, by comparing the TLD screen (silicides are bright) and 

the BF screen (silicides are then dark), these can also be located. The composition of these particles was 

verified by EDS.  

  

Figure 5.19. A very thin area around the hole is seen with a) SEM and b) STEM detectors. 

In Figure 5.20., a grain boundary was recognised along the thin area. A mapping of this area was made 

(Figure 5.21.). This mapping shows clearly how molybdenum is located in the β-phase, being a strong β-

stabiliser. It also allows seeing parts of two other grain boundaries in the left and right upper corners. 

Nonetheless, the amount of silicon does not seem higher in the silicide area. 

   

Figure 5.20. A grain boundary was found around a thin area close to the hole. The secondary α lines in the β-phase are easily 
recognizable (Confirmed by EDS). The same image was taken with a) Bright Field, b) Dark field and c) High Angle Annular Dark Field 

(HAADF) modes.  

Other mappings of grain boundaries have also been made [57]. The same conclusions can be made; 

molybdenum is located in the β-phase and silicon does not have a clear preferred location. 

a) b) 

a) b) c) 
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Figure 5.21. EDS Mapping of all the elements present in the area in Figure 5.20. 

In the frame of this work, it was not possible to adequately quantify the number of silicides along a 

cross-section. Only a small relevant area was checked. Moving around the hole for a significant length, a 

number of silicides were detected to calculate a density of silicides. This information is summarised in 

Tables 12 and 13. Some of the silicides are in the grain boundary or its edge, and others are in between 

grain boundaries (Figure 5.22.).  
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Table 12. Size of the silicides found around a defined perimeter (Figure 5.22.) of the hole of the 3C electrothinned thin foil.  

Silicide Number Size(nm) Big Silicides (>150nm) Small Silicides (<150nm) 

1 71.7  71.7 
2 93.6  93.6 
3 80  80 
4 206.8 206.8  
5 136.2  136.2 
6 182.6 182.6  
7 125.1  125.1 
8 200 200  
9 97.1  97.1 

10 60.7  60.7 
11 36.8  36.8 
12 51  51 
13 33.3  33.3 
14 50  50 
15 108.3  108.3 
16 58  58 
17 26  26 
18 112.7  112.7 
19 84.6  84.6 
20 75.3  75.3 
21 63.7  63.7 
22 73.4  73.4 
23 52.1  52.1 
24 18.1  18.1 
25 27.2  27.2 
26 92.4  92.4 
27 65.4  65.4 
28 84.6  84.6 
29 68.2  68.2 
30 33.7  33.7 
31 19.3  19.3 
32 64.2  64.2 
33 71.7  71.7 
34 93.6  93.6 

AVERAGE SIZE (nm) 79.8 196.5 67.7 
 

Table 13. Density of silicides around the hole of the 3C electrothinned thin foil. 

 Number Perimeter (μm) Silicide density (silicides/μm
3
) 

Total silicides 32 233 0.14 
Small silicides 29 233 0.12 

Big silicides 3 233 0.01 
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Figure 5.22. Starting and ending point of the perimeter around the hole studied to calculate the density of silicides in the electrothinned 
3C thin foil. The perimeter studied is approximately 233 μm long and the studied area’s width approximately 1 μm.   

It would be possible to quantify the silicides by using the SEM, as we have been able to see the silicides 

with it, particularly well with the contrast of back-scatter electrons on well-polished flat sections. 

However, we only managed to get a difference in grey level with the beta phase on the Merlin SEM and 

it might not be enough for making a proper thresholding of the images (Figure 5.23.).  

  

Figure 5.23. Silicides seen with back-scatter electrons (Magellan SEM) and b) Maximum difference in grey level between Silicide and β-
phase (Merlin SEM). The small bright particles observed are copper, externally introduced when cleaning the samples with compressed 

air. 

5.3 Dislocations 

STEM is not required to see silicides. SEM is enough to detect them, as they are large enough to be seen 

by it. Nevertheless, STEM allows the inspection of dislocations in the sample. Many dislocation lines can 

be observed in sample 3C (Figure 5.24.). Dislocations are essential in creep deformation behaviour, and 

especially interesting to understand the effect of silicide precipitates. 

 

Start 

End 

a) b) 
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Figure 5.24. Many dislocation lines found using STEM in the 3C thin foil. A indicates an area with many slip bands, and B a potential 
Orowan loop. 

Some dislocations bowing in between two small silicides and Orowan loops were identified using STEM 

(Figure 5.25.). Encountering these dislocation generators supports the believing that silicides promote 

the introduction of dislocations in the material, encouraging a balance between work hardening and 

recovery. 

 

Figure 5.25. Image a) is taken in Bright Field mode and shows dislocation bowing in between the two silicides, which could correspond to 
a Frank-Read source. Also a pair of Orowan loops is marked. Image b) is taken with TLD and shows two silicides on the edges of the 

dislocations. 

  

Dislocation bows Silicides 

a) b) 

A 

B 

Orowan loops 
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5.4 Microstructure 

Cast Ti-6242 has a fully lamellar microstructure. Bi-modal microstructures can only be created through 

thermo mechanical processing (like forging or rolling). Better images of the microstructure were 

achieved by using the optical microscope (OM) instead of the SEM, due to the sharpness of etched 

surfaces. 7A and 4B samples were etched with hydrofluoric acid and observed in the Nikon OM. 

  

Figure 5.26. Images taken with 100x magnification. The samples are: a)7A  and b)4B. 

From Figure 5.26. it can be observed that the microstructure is formed of α-lamellas growing in a 

Widmanstatten structure, with some clear basket weave areas, better seen at higher magnification 

(Figure 5.27.). Both 7A and 4B present huge grains, expected from the casting process. There is not clear 

evidence in difference of grain or lamella size, although a more thorough study could be done to have 

measurements of each sample. Grain boundary alpha is seen on all the pictures. 

     

Figure 5.27. Images taken with 200x magnification. The samples are: a)7A  and b)4B. 

The different orientation of lamellas between α-colonies is clearly seen in Figure 5.28. a), whereas the 

prior-β grain boundary is undoubtedly identified in 5.28. b). 

a) b) 

a) b) 

250um 250um 

100um 100um 
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Figure 5.28. Images taken with 500x magnification. The sample is 7A. 

In Figure 5.29. evidence of a drastic plastic deformation is spotted on the surface of the 4B sample. 

  

Figure 5.29. Images taken with 1000x magnification. The sample is 4B. Plastic deformation can be observed in both pictures. 

It is clear how the plastic deformation suffered by the material is huge. This is a result of using loads 

close to the yield strength. 

  

a) b) 

25um 25um 

25um 25um 
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5.5 Failure analysis 

The failure analysis study is composed of a topography study on the fracture surfaces, a study of the 

microstructure on fracture cross-sections and an observation on the oxide layer colouring on the 

fracture surfaces. The failure analysis is used to understand the way each sample has broken. It can be a 

ductile or a brittle fracture, for creep fracture there is usually a mixture of both. 

5.5.1 Topography 

Both macroscopic and microscopic SEM pictures were taken on fracture surfaces. On 5A’s fracture 

surface (figure 5.30.) different areas can be observed, divided into intergranular smooth areas and 

transgranular rough areas. The first ones appear like delamination has occurred along the prior-β grain 

boundaries. In the transgranular areas many dimples that imply a ductile fracture can be observed. 

5A sample 

 

Figure 5.30. Sample 5A fracture surface. Different areas of interest are named from A to L and observed in higher magnifications. The 
dash line indicates where the fractured specimen was cut to observe the microstructure on the cross-section further on. 
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In figure 5.30. the dimples can be clearly observed in areas a and b. Also cleavage areas are found in the 

areas from c to i (figure 5.31.). 

 

Figure 5.31. Areas on the fracture surface of 5A in x1000 magnification. The letters correspond to the regions in Figure 5.30. 

On 5B’s fracture surface (figure 5.32.) there is a small intergranular smooth area at the left. The rest of 

the fracture is transgranular and rough. In figure 5.33. dimples and cleavage zones can be observed.  
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5B sample 

 

Figure 5.32. Sample 5B fracture surface. Different  areas of interest are named from A to H and observed in higher magnifications. The 
dash line indicates where the fractured specimen was cut to observe the microstructure on the cross-section further on. 

 

Figure 5.33. Areas on the fracture surface of 5B in x1000 magnification. The letters correspond to the regions in Figure 5.32. 
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On 5C’s fracture surface (figure 5.34.) there is a big intergranular smooth area at the right, the 

delamination of boundaries is quite clear. The other side of the fracture surface is ductile and rough. 

5C sample 

 

Figure 5.34. Sample 5C fracture surface. Different areas of interest are named from A to D and observed in higher magnifications. The 
dash line indicates where the fractured specimen was cut to observe the microstructure on the cross-section further on. 

In figure 5.35. dimples of different sizes are observed. On areas b and c there is a mixture of cleavage 

and dimples. 
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Figure 5.35. Areas on the fracture surface of 5C in x1000 magnification. The letters correspond to the regions in Figure 5.34. 
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9A sample (Broke on loading) 

 

Figure 5.36. Sample 9A fracture surface. Different areas of interest are numbered from 1 to 7 and observed in higher magnifications.  

 

Figure 5.37. Areas on the fracture surface of 9A in x1000 magnification. The numbers correspond to the regions in Figure 5.36. 

9A displays a totally ductile fracture. This is to be expected as it broke on loading, suffering from a 

tensile fracture instead of a creep fracture. 

Once having looked at the samples fracture surfaces, the intergranular cracking area can me 

approximated by calculating an area of the smooth delaminated regions. This was made by using the 
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Image J software. Firstly, the area of the whole fracture surface was calculated. Then, only the area that 

looked smooth was circled. A percentage was calculated to compare the intergranular cracking areas 

(the fragile, smooth and delaminated areas). It is worth mentioning that all 5A, 5B, 6B and 5C were 

tested at the same temperature and load. 

 

 

Figure 5.38. Intergranular cracking area vs. the silicon amount for several samples.  

A comparison of the intergranular cracking area depending on the amount of silicon can be made 

(Figure 5.38.). 

5A 
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As it can be seen from the plot in Figure 5.38., sample 5B is totally out of tendency. From the creep 

curves it can be observed that something abnormal happened to 5B during the creep test, breaking 

prematurely. To compare the intermediate amount of silicon, it seems more appropriate to look at 

sample 6B instead. 

5.5.2 Microstructure 

The cross-section of the fracture surfaces that were embedded was studied in the SEM. In figure 5.39. a 

cross-section of sample 5A is studied. Several cracks along grain-boundaries that were oriented 45° to 

the loading direction were found. Also, a clear prior-β grain boundary delamination leading to the 

fracture is observed in figure 5.39. d). 

5A sample 

 

Figure 5.39. a) Fracture surface of 5A. b) The cross-section along the dashed line in a) was looked with SEM. In c) a crack oriented 45° 
to the loading direction is observed. In d) prior-β grain boundary delamination is noticed. 

In the A zone observed in figure 5.39., situated in the peak of the fracture, a transgranular fracture is 

observed. It is a ductile fracture area and suffered from an enormous plastic deformation that can be 

seen in figure 5.40. 

 

a) 
b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.40. Ductile fracture surface in zone A from figure 5.39. Plastic deformation can be observed. 

Sample 5A presents a lot of delamination along prior-β grain boundaries and in between α-colonies. 

Many of the cracked boundaries are oriented 45° to the loading direction, as seen in figure 5.41. 

 

Figure 5.41. Several cracks and voids along grain boundaries close to the fracture surface in sample 5A. 
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Sample 5C also shows delamination along prior-β grains, especially in the 3 points junction. Some of the 

cracked boundaries are oriented 45° to the loading direction, but not as many as in 5A. In figure 5.42. a 

cross-section of sample 5C is studied. One crack along the interface between two alpha colonies that is 

oriented 45° to the loading direction was found. An image of the fracture in a transgranular area is 

observed in figure 5.42. c) it can be noticed how there is no delamination of boundaries.  

5C sample 

 

Figure 5.42. a) Fracture surface of 5C. b) The cross-section along the dashed line in a) was looked with SEM. In c) a transgranular 
cracking area is observed. In d) a fracture along the interface between α-colonies is noticed. 

 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 5.43. Several cracks and voids along grain boundaries close to the fracture surface in sample 5C. 

A clear image of a grain boundary decohesion in the fracture surface was not found in sample 5C. It 

could be interesting to look at the not embedded fracture, as a big smooth area with possible grain 

delamination is found (Figure 5.44.). 

 

Figure 5.44. Fracture surface of sample 5C. There is an interesting region on the not embedded fracture cross-section. 

  

Embedded Interesting region 
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5.5.3 Oxide layer colour 

It is known that samples exposed to longer periods of time at higher temperatures will have the most 

accumulation of oxide layer. J. Enriquez et al. [59] have studied the oxide layer colour of Ti-6242 

depending on the method followed cleaning the surface. Alcohol wiped samples were left with a thicker 

oxide layer and produced shades of blue (the thicker the lighter) in a longer time while the wire brushed 

samples had a thinner oxide layer and produced metallic and golden-straw colours in a shorter time, as 

seen in figure 5.45. 

 

Figure 5.45. Colour of the Ti-6242 after surface treatments a, b and c at different temperatures and time durations. a) Isopropyl alcohol 
wiped, (b) wire brush cleaned with isopropyl alcohol, and (c) Scotch Brite pad with Bon Ami cleanser scrub [59]. 

 

Figure 5.46. Scheme of colours according to the oxide layer thickness.  

In this work the parts of the fracture surfaces that suffered from creep are expected to have a thicker 

oxide layer (colour blue) as they were in contact with air at high temperature for a longer time than the 

final ductile fracture surfaces. The fracture surfaces were cleaned with acetone in an ultrasonic bath. 

  

Thicker oxide layer 
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9A sample 

 

               

Figure 5.47. Both sides of the fracture of sample 9A studied with the stereomicroscope. 

Both sides of 9A’s fracture were looked at in the stereomicroscope after cleaning them in an ultrasonic 

bath of acetone. Metallic and golden-straw colours were observed, indicating a very thin oxide layer.  

The sample broke on loading, so it did not suffer from creep. 

5B sample 

There are two fracture surfaces per sample, given the piece breaks obviously into two parts. Some of 

the fractures were cut through to study a cross section. For instance, only half fracture surface from one 

side of 5B’s fracture was inspected under the stereomicroscope because the other half was already 

embedded to look at the microstructure of the cross-section. 

 

Figure 5.48. Both sides of the fracture of sample 5B looked with the stereomicroscope. The SEM image helps showing that the blue point 
in side a) corresponds to a smooth intergranular area. 

  

Side a) Side b) 

Side a) Side b) 
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6B sample 

Both sides of the fracture of sample 6B were looked with the stereomicroscope (Figure 5.49.). The SEM 

image of one side of the fracture (side b) helps showing that the dark blue areas clearly correspond to a 

smooth intergranular region.  

 

Figure 5.49. Fracture surface of sample 6B studied. A SEM image of side b) is next to the corresponding image in the stereomicroscope.  

5A sample 

One side of the fracture of sample 5A was studied with the stereomicroscope (Figure 5.50.). The SEM 

image helps showing that the golden areas correspond to the most rough and ductile part of the 

surface. 

 

Figure 5.50. One side of the fracture of sample 5A looked with the stereomicroscope. The SEM image is next to the corresponding image 
in the stereomicroscope. 

  

Side a) Side b) 
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5C sample 

One side of the fracture of sample 5Cwas studied with the stereomicroscope (Figure 5.51). The SEM 

image helps showing that the golden areas correspond to the most rough and ductile part of the 

surface. 

 

Figure 5.51. One side of the fracture of sample 5C looked with the stereomicroscope. The SEM image is next to the corresponding image 
in the stereomicroscope. 

Both 5A and 5C samples have a mixture of different oxide layer thicknesses. 5A suffered a lot from 

creep but arrived to fracture very quickly, that is why it has a thin oxide layer almost everywhere 

(except the peak). On the contrary, 5C has a big golden area where the sample finally broke; the rest 

was highly oxidized during the long creep treatment.  

5.5.4 Discussion on the fractography study 

From the failure analysis, the following information can be derived. When no silicides are present, the 

material suffers from a severe creep deformation. Once in the second stage of creep, dislocations easily 

move to the grain boundaries (GBs) and pile-up there. Then restoration takes place and cell formation 

and annihilation of the dislocations takes place in the GBs. The material uses the energy to plastically 

deform and the weakened GBs easily slide, provoking the sample to have a huge intergranular cracking 

area. 

When silicides are present, restoration is equilibrated by work hardening and creep deformation is 

therefore prevented. Plastic deformation only occurs at the end and the GBs are not the only weak 

points, as the damage has been accumulating along all the material. This way, the fracture is also highly 

transgranular. 

We found grain boundary delamination in the areas expected to suffer from creep because of the 

topography of the surface, indicating that the smooth areas observed do correlate with grain boundary 

shear. When almost no silicon is present, a lot of delamination along prior-β grains and in between α-
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colonies is seen. Many of the cracked boundaries are oriented 45° with the direction of load, which is in 

corroboration with prior research. With high amounts of silicon we have again delamination along prior-

β grains, especially in the 3 point junctions. Some of the cracked boundaries are oriented 45° with the 

direction of load.  

When comparing the oxide layer colours with the stereomicroscope, the surface that suffered creep for 

a longer time has a thicker oxide layer as it was in contact with air at high temperature for a longer time 

than the final ductile fracture area.  
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6 Conclusions 

The aim of this work was to ascertain that a higher amount of silicon than the one currently used in 

aerospace titanium alloy Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo increases the service temperature for this alloy. This has 

been verified, as alloys with a 0.162%Wt. Si performed well at 500°C.  

The next challenge was to provide a suitable explanation for the corresponding improvement in creep 

deformation resistance, answering the following question: 

What is the effect of silicon on the creep deformation of cast Ti-6242? 

To answer this, an investigation of the casted titanium alloy with different silicon amount additions was 

done, involving comparing the resistance to creep deformation for the different alloys, detecting the 

silicon rich nanoparticles and characterise them. This investigation allowed making a hypothesis on how 

the silicon in the alloy improves creep resistance discussed in Section 5.1 Creep and illustrated in the 

scheme in Figure 5.8. 

A fractography study increased the understanding of mechanisms involved in the final stage of creep 

deformation. 

All the conclusions made during this research are listed below. 

On sample preparation 

Fewest scratches or alterations of the surface are achieved with the alumina based solution. However, 

this polishing solution leaves significant debris stuck strongly on the surface, which are difficult to 

remove and prevent us from seeing the surface clearly.  

Debris from polishing with colloidal silica can be removed with an extensive cleaning (more than 10 

minutes just running water in the final cloth, alternating directions).  

Distinguishing colloidal silica and silicides is easily done in SEM.  The former is externally introduced to 

the surface, so it produces scratches and holes around it (black marks in the SEM). In addition, it is not 

necessarily aligned with the prior-β grain or interfaces between lamellas, like silicides do. Furthermore, 

in case of doubt an EDS analysis on the particles can be done, given colloidal silica has no zirconium. 

Electropolishing is the best method for detection of silicides because the titanium around has been 

eroded so that the silicide’s surface is revealed. Nevertheless, it creates an oxide layer on the surface if 

the parameter settings are not optimised.  

On characterisation techniques 

It is remarkable that we are able to detect the silicides through-out cross-sections of the samples by 

using SEM, not TEM as used until now in the literature. This allows having a remarkable overview of the 

distribution of the silicides throughout the surface never achieved until now.   

Dislocations are possible to perfectly detect using STEM.  
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On the creep curves 

Creep rupture time increases with silicon content, and the largest improvement in creep resistance 

occurs during secondary creep. Samples with no Si-addition had highest primary creep strain, whereas 

no significant difference was ascertained between medium and high Si-addition.  

There is no difference seen on tertiary creep related to the amount of silicon.  

On silicides 

We found small and big (>150nm long) silicides. Small silicides are evenly spread around the samples. 

They are usually located in the secondary α-phase inside prior-β grain boundaries and interface 

between α-colonies. Small silicides are rod-like shaped. 

On the contrary, big silicides are not homogeneously dispersed throughout the samples, and have only 

been localised in certain regions of the specimens with high density of these silicides. They are lying 

next to the β-phase and with clear preferential orientation of 30° and 60° with the α-phase, in 

agreement with previous research [53]. These pockets seem to share no relationship with 

grains/colonies. We have found oval and squared shaped big silicides. 

Both small and big precipitates appear in as-cast material, so they are not a product of the creep test. 

We believe that the small evenly spread silicides are responsible for the creep resistance increase. A few 

big silicides are actually detrimental to both creep resistance and mechanical properties, as they can 

promote void nucleation and render the material brittle. 

Dislocations bowing in between two silicides which look like a possible Frank-read source and Orowan 

loops were found using STEM.  

With the JEOL SEM we can identify the silicides in our samples. It is important to play with the different 

parameters in this SEM to be able to have a clear image; an option is lowering the accumulated voltage 

to 10kV. To have a proper image of the silicides the Magellan SEM is necessary. Also, if we want to run 

EDS to verify the composition, the Magellan is more precise. 

On the fracture 

There is a massive plastic deformation in samples with low silicon content. Also secondary cracking 

along edges can occur.  

It has been observed that void coalescence contributes to fracture.  

Intergranular cracking areas related to creep deformation are more present in low-silicon samples. 

Grain boundary delamination is the reason for smooth areas. These have been proved to have a thicker 

oxide layer due to a longer exposure at elevated temperature.  
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7 Future work 

On silicides 

The identification of the silicide compositions may be done by using EDS in the Magellan SEM.  Only the 

elements titanium, silicon and zirconium should be selected and then an atomic relation can be 

deduced. It is important to identify all the different silicides observed: Large oval, large squared and 

small rod-like shaped. 

Heat treatments can be done on the as-cast material to observe the evolution of silicides with time-

temperature. 

It is possible to see the silicides with the contrast of back-scatter electrons on well-polished flat 

sections, but we only managed to get a difference in grey level with the beta phase on the Merlin SEM 

and it might not be enough for making a proper thresholding of the images. To be really quantitative, 

the best thing would be to find an etchant that selectively etches the silicides leaving the alpha and 

beta-phases intact but holes instead of the silicides. Electropolishing might be the best method to 

identify the location of the pockets if the parameters are optimised, and it would be rather quantitative 

if we are able to wash away the silicides that are not prisoners of the alloy anymore. 

When a quantification of silicides has been made on different samples then a comparison can be made. 

A long EDS mapping run can also be made on a cross-section with regions with big silicides in order to 

see if there is a gradient of the zirconium quantity in the sample. This will corroborate the idea that big 

silicides appear due to zirconium segregation during casting. 

On dislocations 

More dislocation lines could be detected using STEM. It would be interesting to have more images on 

silicides hindering dislocations. 

On deformation 

The cross-sections of the fractured specimens could be looked at with EBSD to observe the plastic 

deformation suffered along the material in different samples. 

On fracture 

The cross-section of sample 5C on the piece of the fracture that is not yet embedded could be 

interesting, given it presents a clear intergranular smooth area. This piece should be carefully polished 

and embedded to look at it in the SEM. 
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